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ABSTRACT
A method of determining the frequency-dependent added-
mass and damping coefficients of the heaving motion of a
floating cylinder is investigated. These quantities are
obtained using a single oscillatory motion signal which con-
tains all the desired frequency information. The transient
oscillation which is released from an initially displaced
position is used as the signal. Experiments are carried out
with a two-dimensional semi-immersed circular cylinder. The
experimental transient motion and the resultant hydrodynamic
coefficients are compared with the theoretical predictions
and other existing experimental measurements.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Hydrodynamic forces which act on floating bodies are of
great interest to ocean-engineers and ship designers.
Suppose a body undergoes rigid-body motion in an ideal
fluid and the influence of the free surface is negligible,
then the kinetic energy of the body and of the fluid depend
only on the linear and angular velocities of the body at that
instant. This leads to the existence of a set of virtual
masses and moments of inertia, which are independent of the
velocity and of the frequency [1]. They depend only on the
geometry of the body. As a simple example, in two-dimensional
motion the circular cylinder has the reaction of fluid in the
form of
m'a per unit length
where m' is equal to rpa 2 ( the mass of fluid displaced by
unit length of the body ) and a is the acceleration.
Suppose m' is added to the mass of the body in the inertia
term, the fundamental equation of motion is unaltered. m' is
the added-mass. Even for a body of more complicated geometry,
the situation is the same except for more components of mass
and moment of inertia.
However, when the body is oscillating harmonically in or
near the free surface, clearly waves are generated and the
influence of the free surface must be taken into account.
The fluid motion will no longer necessarily be in phase with
the acceleration and the reaction of the fluid can be
discomposed into two components. One component in phase with
the acceleration corresponds to the added-mass and another
component in phase with body velovity corresponds to a
damping type term. The latter is related to the amplitude of
the wave generated by the body motion. The coefficients of
both components depend on the frequency of oscillation.
Theoretical works have been carried out on this kind of hydro-
dynamic problems and the added-mass and damping coefficients
can be obtained nowadays for bodies of rather general shape.
However, it is cumbersome, if not expensive, to calculate
theoretically the hydrodynamic coefficeints for the ship hulls
and other ocean structures whose configulations are not simple.
Experimentally they are usually determined by oscillating
harmonically a scaled model with some amplitude at each fre-
quency and measuring the force acting on the body. One dis-
tinct disadvantage is that the test has to be repeated a
number of times over the significant frequency range.
If, however, we could derive all the frequency components
from one oscillatory motion which contains all the desired
frequency information, it would be very advantageous. This
thesis considers one way of obtaining such information. The
transient oscillation resulting from releasing the body from
an initial position is used to obtain such frequency-dependent
hydrodynamic coefficients. The body which has been tested is
a two-dimensional semi-immersed circular cylinder.
The formulation of this impulse method is based on
the original work by Ursell [2] on the transient heaving
motion of freely floating bodies. Ursell indicated that it is
possible by Fourier theorem to express the heaving motion of
a body as the superposition of simple harmonic solutions, and
the vertical displacement of the body was thus obtained in
the form of a Fourier integral. This Fourier integral
involves the force coefficient, which is unfortunately not an
explicit expression. Maskell and Ursell [3] used this inte-
gral to obtain the transient oscillation of a floating circu-
lar cylinder by using the data of numerically calculated force
coefficients in an earlier work of Ursell [4]. Now, if one
inverts this Fourier transform, the force coefficients such as
added-mass and damping coefficients can be expressed in terms
of the complex Fourier transform of the body displacement.
This forms the basis of the present technique. A typical
result of the formulation was given by Kotik and Lurye [5].
This procedure will be discussed in more detail in Chapter II.
The problem of determining theoretically the hydro-
dynamic coefficients of a floating circular cylinder has been
studied by a number of workers - since Ursell's classical
works [4,6] up to the more recent solutions by Bai and Yeung
[7]. The problem is reduced to solving the velocity poten-
tial or stream function of the fluid around the periodically
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oscillating body, and the solutions are always based on the
assumption that the amplitude of the motion is small and that
the viscosity of the fluid can be neglected. Ursell solved
the problem for an infinite depth by using a set of a har-
monic solutions of Laplace's equation together with a source
function at the origin which satisfies the radiation
condition . Bai and Yeung investigated two new methods for
solving the problem of general body and bottom geometries in
a finite depth. One is the method of using a variational
formulation by dividing the fluid domain into finite elements.
The other method is an integral equation method based on
applying Green's theorem to a simple source function. These
theoretical results will be cited later to check the accuracy
of the impulse method.
The objectives of this thesis are: first, to compare the
experimental transient motion response with existing theo-
retical results, and second, to develop the necessary soft-
ware package to obtain the added-mass and damping coefficients
from the transient signal, and to evaluate the accuracy of
such a method by comparing them with the theoretical pre-
dictions and other existing experimental measurements.based
on the usual frequency-domain method.
CHAPTER II
BASIC THEORY
2.1 General Description of the Boundary-value Problem
Figure 1 shows a two-dimensional circular cylinder
which is floating semi-immersed at equilibrium. The center
of the cylinder is taken as the origin of rectangular
Cartesian coordinates (x,y) and the polar coordinates (r,6).
The x-axis is horizontal and normal to the axis of the body
and y-axis increases with depth. Let us assume initially the
following conditions!
(1) The fluid is inviscid and incompressible.
(2) The amplitude of motion is so small that the linealized
(E, n) (r,e)
Figure 1. Coordinate system
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free-surface condition holds.
Then, referring to Lamb § 227 Il], the motion of the fluid is
described as follows by using the velocity potential # (x,y,t).
The equation of continuity;
+2x a2 = 0 r > 0, y > 0
ax2 ly2
The linearized condition at the free surface;
t2 - g = 0 y = 0, Ixl > a
(2.1)
(2.2)
The boundary conditions;
y = -h (2.3)
n= 0 (t) cose at the body
surface
where y0 (t) is the displacement of the body. Besides these
fundamental equations, in the case of the transient oscil-
lation, initial conditions should be given. Suppose that
the oscillation follows an impulse applied at t = 0+ and both
the fluid and the body are at rest before that instant,
q(x,0,0+) = 0
(2.4)
(2.5)
-t (x,0,t)t=0+ = 0 (2.6)
On the other hand, the motion of the body is described by
d2 2 a-
M d-y 0 (t)= -. pgAy 0 (t) + 2pa j cose •t d6 (2.7)
when it is freely oscillating with no other external force
apllied. The first term on the right-hand side is the hydro-
static restoring force, the second term is the hydrodynamic
force resulting from Bernoulli's equation.
p(x,y,t) = -p ( + v 2 + gy + c(t) ) (2.8)
where p(x,y,t) is the hydrodynamic pressure. The second and
third term on the right-hand side of Eq.(2.8) are neglected
because of a small-amplitude motion, and integration constant
c(t) can be set equal to 0 by replacing 4 by the modified
velocity potential
I' = 4 - c(t) dt (2.9)
Equations (2.1) - (2.9) are the basic equations of the
initial-, boundary-value problem to be discussed hereafter.
2.2 Hydrodynamic Coefficients and Heave Force
In this section, the heave force due to a step velocity
will be discussed and related to the hydrodynamic coefficients
( added-mass and damping ). The formulation is due to Kotik
and Mangulis [8,9].
Let us consider the case that a unit step velocity H(t)
is given to the body at t = 0.
y 0 (t) = H(t) = t < 0
t > 0
(2.10)
From Eq. (2.4)
_ _ t
ýn n*3 H(t) = n. 3  6(T) dT
wOn
(2.11)
where 6(T) is the Dirac 6-function. Hence
d
-- H(t) = 6(t)dt (2.12)
which can be thought as an impulsive acceleration applied to
the body. Let F(t) ( positive in the y-direction ) be the
heave force on the body at time t due to the step velocity,
then
t > 0 (2.13)F(t) = - p(,nt) n-j ds
S
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where (. ,n) represents a point on the submerged body surface
S. From Eq.(2.8), the linearized hydrodynamic pressure
pCE,n,t) is
p(,nt) = - p (,,t) (2.14)
Next, let us consider the motion y0 (t) of the body be
arbitrary and assume temporarily y0 (t) be known in the time
range [-o,t], Then
= n. y0 (t) (2.15)
Let f(t) be the heave force due to y0 (t). One way to obtain
f(t) is to use a Duhamel's integral with the heave force F(t)
due to a step velocity. A Duhamel's integral is used to
obtain the response of a time-dependent boundary value prob-
lem, and the general expression is, by Hildebrand §9.11 [10],
T(x,t) = G(t0 ) A(x,t-t 0 ) + A(x,t-T) G'(T) dT t > t o
(2.16)
where T(x,t) is the solution of response, G(t) is the time-
dependent boundary condition defined t > t0 and A(x,t) is the
basic solution when G(t) is unity, that is, a step function
applied at t = t0. We use this formula for the present heave-
force problem, for which y0 (t) is known in [-w, t]:
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T(x,t) ÷ f(t)
G(t) + 0 (t)
from Eq. (2.10) and (2.13)
A(x,t) ÷ F(t)
then
f(t) = lim yO(t 0 ) F(t-t 0 ) + F(t-T) iY 0 (T) dT
0 0
= lim y 0 (t 0 ) F(t-t 0) + (t- d 0 ( T ) dT (2.17)
t0 - -0
Since the heave force F(t-t 0 ) due to a step velocity goes to
zero a long time after the step ( t-t0 ÷ w as tO  -w ),0
first term of the right-hand side of Eq.(2.17) vanishes.
the
Then,
t
f(t) = F(t-T) d-'y 0 (T) dT
J 00OOTY
setting s = t - T
rewriting by T
0 d2=i F(s) s-y 0 (t-s) (-ds)
Jx d 2s
= F(T) d- y 0 (t-T) dT
This shows that the heave force f(t) depends only on the body
acceleration at preceding time.
We now apply the above to the particular case of a har-
monic oscillation with a unit amplitude and frequency a. Let
Displacement; y0 (t) = e-it (2.19)
(2.18)
Velocity;
Acceleration;
d -ict
dy 0 (t) - i ae
d2  -iatdt--y 0(t) = 2e
(2.20)
(2.21)
Substituting into Eq.(2.18)
f(t) = F(T) (-a 2 ) e-io(t-T)dT
= - a e - i o t F(T) e dT
J0
= ) e-iot
=f~cr) e
(2.22)
f(a) is a complex number and can be considered as the frequency
response of the force acting on the harmonically heaving body.
Suppose we write
f(a) = Re [ f(a) ] + i Im [ f(a)
= a + i b (2.23)
f(t) is
f(t) = f(a) e-iot
-iot
= (a+ib) e
a -iot b -iat
a ( - yet) ( - i aae ) (2.24)Cy2 Ca
We can define the hydrodynamic force f(t) as
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f(.t) = ( - added-mass coefficient ) x ( acceleration )
+ C -damping coefficient ) x ( velocity )
(2.25)
Hence, comparing Eq. (2.24) and (2.25)
Added-mass coefficient : = (2.26)
bDamping coefficient A = - (2.27)
Furthermore, let us define the nondimensional coefficients as
follows.
Nondimensional added-mass coefficient : p (2.28)
pVNondimensional damping coefficient : h = pVo (2.29)
where pV is the mass of displaced fluid. Using the definition
of Eq.(2.22)
F(T) e dT = f(
( i +i-)
= - pV ( 1 + i X ) (2.30)
The left-hand side is the one-sided Fourier transform of F(t).
Eq.(2.30) is an important relation between F(t) and the hydro-
dynamic coefficients.
2.3 Formulation of the Hydrodynamic Coefficients from a
Transient Oscillation
Let us focus on the formulation of how to obtain the
added-mass and damping coefficients for all frequencies from
only one transient oscillation. The heave displacement yo(t)
is initiated by releasing the cylinder from a static non-
equiliblium position at time t = 0.
Replacing the hydrodynamic force term in Eq.(2.7) by the
modified expression of Eq.(2.18)
t d2f(t) = F(t-T) d2 y 0 (T) dT (2.31)
d2
since dt2 y0 (t) = 0 at t < 0
The resultant transient motion is written by the following
integro-differential equation.
d2  d2M dt2 y 0 (t) = - pgAy 0 (t) + F(t-) d2 (T) dr (2.32)
Next, consider the one-sided Fourier transform
F(a) = ei t f(t) dt (2.33)
where f(t) is any function of t. Taking Fourier transforms on
both sides of Eq. (2.32),
io d2  i t
10eit { M dt-2 (t) dt = Oet { pgAy0 (t) } dt
J0 d "00
+ eat { F(t-T) dt2 y 0 (T) dT } dt
0 0
(2.34)
If one let ia = -s, each Fourier transform has the same form
as Laplace transform
0
.7{ f(t) I est f(t) dt (2.35)
Therefore, the following properties of Laplace transform are
applicable [10].
i) JC ( d2 f(t) } = eI d2 f(t) dtdt2 Jdt2
=
2 /{ f(s) } - s f(0+) - f(0+) (2.36)dt
d
with the condition that d f(t) 0 and f(t) 0dt
as t +
t
ii) f(t-u) g(u) du } = f{ f(t) } L{ g(t) } (2.37)
I0
Let Y(a) be the Fourier transform of the displacement y0 (t).
0
Also, let the i ,tial conditions be
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Initial displacement
Initial velocity
: 0 (0+) = YI
d -I
: dt 0 (0+) = Yo
In Eq. (2.34), using the properties (i) and (ii)
iot d2  I •I
0e { d2 Y0 (t) } dt = - o2Y(a) + i cYy 0  Y00 j2Y00 0
= Ie iat F(t) dt i o e it -d2 (t) .dtfo T-:--
(2.39)
Siot It d20e F(t-T) dty 0(T) dT } dt0 0
J
=- pTp'(o) { - o Y(o) + i oy 0 - y0 (2.40)
where p' (a) is defined as
p'(c) = p(a) + i X(a) (2.41)
and from Eq. (2.30)
r0F(T) e i dT = - pVp' (0) (2.42)
J
Thus, Eq. (2.34) will be
M { - a 2 Y(o) + i GyI  -0 =
pgAY() - pVp' (C) { - 02 Y(a) + i Y 0 0
Sy - i cy } { pVp' (a) + M }
Y(a) = (2.43)
PgA - 2 { pVp' (c) + M }
This shows the relation between the Fourier transform of a
transient motion y0 (t), whose initial condition is arbitrary,
and the frequency component of hydrodynamic parameter p' (G)
of the body.
0I
For our purpose, y 0 = 0 and Y(a) is obtained as experi-
mental data, and p' (a) is the desired quantity. Then,
rewriting Eq. (2.43)
I( pgA - 2 M ) Y(G) + i GMy 0
p' (c) =(2.44)
o2pVY(a) - i apVy
and
Y(a) = f et y0 (t) dt
0
= O cosat y0 (t) dt + i sinat Y0 (t) dt
= C(a) + i S(a) (2.45)
C(G) : Fourier cosine transform
S(O) : Fourier sine transform
Therefore,
p' (a) = (0) + i X(a)
( pgA - a2M ) { C(a) + i S(G) } + i GMy 0
= (2.46)
a2pV { C(a) + i S(G) } i opVy
- pVy 0
Taking the real and imaginary parts which correspond to each
other in Eq.(2.46), we can finally obtain the added-mass and
damping coefficients as
pgA { o ( C2 () + S 2 () ) - y 0 S(o) }
P(a) = (2.47)
Mo { o2C2(o) + ( oS(o) - y0 ) }
PgAy0C(a)
A(o) = (2.48)
Ma { o 2 C2( ) + ( aS(a) - y )2
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CHAPTER III
THE EXPERIMENT
3.1 Purpose
Analysis described in the previous chapter shows that it
is possible to obtain the two hydrodynamic coefficients P(a)
and !(a), which ship designers and ocean-engineers are very
much concerned with, by measuring only the transient response
corresponding to some initial condition, such as an initial
displacement, or an initial velocity or a combination of them.
The advantage of this impulse-response method is obvious.
Time, cost and energy would be saved compared to the way com-
monly used at present, in which case, one would have to meas-
ure the forces required to maintain time-harmonic motion at a
set of frequencies of sufficiently short intervals in order to
obtain the behavior of such parameters over a wide frequency
range. The impulse-response method is feasible in principle,
and in fact the application of this method to the problem of
ship motion has been investigated since Cummins' original
work [11] and hydrodynamic coefficients are currently
being obtained by this method [12,13]. However, the impulse-
response method presents certain difficulties in regard to
implementation. Such difficulties come from the fact that all
the frequency components must be derived from a relatively
short record. Thus, the desired information is highly com-
pressed in the time scale. The resolution of this
information should require records of high quality and a
careful analysis procedure.
Bailey, Griffiths and Maskell [14] have conducted the
same kind of experiment for two small spheres ( radii 2.5
and 5.0 cm ) which are semi-immersed. The reasons that they
used a sphere are, (a) theoretical work has been done on it
before - therfore, it is possible to compare theoretical
values and experimental results for checking accuracy, (b) it
is easy to get a one degree of freedom oscillation - that is,
heave in this case, to make the data analysis simpler.
Concerning the hydrodynamic parameters, their experimental
results show fairly good agreement with theoretical values
around Ka = 1, but they were in substantial error at high
and low frequencies.
In this thesis, the experiment was carried out on a two-
dimensional circular cylinder, and initial displacement was
used as the initial input. The specific purposes of this
experiment are:
(1) to observe the time response we can get with a rather
large model ( length: 6 ft, diameter: 6 in. ), and compare
with theoretical transient reponse predictions.
(2) to establish a reliable data processing routine which can
calculate the necessary hydrodynamic parameters accurately
over the significant frequency range.
3.2 Exprimental Set-up
Experiments were conducted at the towing tank of the
Dept. of Ocean Engineering. Table 1 shows its character-
istics.
Table 1 Characteristics of tank
Overall length .......... 90 ft
Width .......... 8.5 ft
Maximum depth .......... 4 ft
At the ends ( one side ) ......... Wave maker
( the other side ) .......... Wave damper
This tank is usually used for the towing tests of ship hull
models, so that it is equipped with a towing carriage, wave
maker, heave rod and other devices. The heave rod, which is
of air-bearing type, restricts the movement of the body to a
pure heave. Since we want to observe the transient motion due
to wave-making as accurately as possible, effects of any
other kind of damping sources should be minimized. The air-
bearing type heave rod can provide a heave oscillation with-
out any face to face contact, which would causes undesired
frictional damping.
The experimental set-up is illustrated in Figure 2 and 3.
Figure 4 also shows the model. The weight of the model was
adjusted by adding ballast to attain exactly a half-immersed
condition.
The model was attached to the heave rod by a bracket at
the center so that only pure heaving motion would be obtained.
A linear variable differential transformer ( LVDT ) was
selected to measure displacement because its frictional effect
is negligibly small and it is extremely sensitive and stable.
Its location is shown in Figure 3. The length of the coil
casing is 18 inches and the magnetic core's length is 5
inches. It has a 0.2 % linearity over the range of ±4 inches
displacement about the center. The initial displacement was
given by manually pushing down the heave rod to some indicated
level. To make this action more stable and easier, a stopper
was mounted on the side-plate of the carrige, which was kept
unmoved in this experiment. A small contact switch was
mounted near the stopper in order to monitor the exact time of
an impulse input. Figure 5 shows the circuit of this moni-
toring device.
The following were recorded by a 4 Channel Tandberg
Instrumentation Tape Recorder.
Ch. 1 ... Heave response from LVDT.
Ch. 2 ... was used for flutter compensation.
Ch 3 ... Generated wave's amplitude with resistance-type
wave gauge.
Ch. 4 ... Trigger signal monitoring starting time.
Measuring the wave's amplitude is not a primary objective at
this time, but for reference later. The recording speed was
7 1/2 inches per second. The frequency response is DC to
Figure 2. Photograph of experimental set-up
--~i -~-~91 - ~- .- ,----- ----· -- ~.-- -----·---~ij~e ~ I IIIL---
0(
Contact switch
(normally closed)
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r
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Figure 3. Experimental set-up
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Figure 4. Construction of the circular cylinder model
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Figure 5. Circuit of monitoring signal
Table 2. Test cases
Initial
Test No. Water depth displacement
1 4 ft 1 in.
2 4 ft 1.5 in.
3 4 ft 2 in.
4 3 ft 1 in.
5 3 ft 1.5 in.
6 3 ft 2 in.
contact
switch
Battery
( 3V )
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2500 Hz. The data signal input range was ±2 volts. The
recorder amplifies the signals to ±5 volts full scale for
play back.
The tests were run for the cases shown in Table 2.
3.3 Conditions of Experiment
Since it was intended to compare the experimental
results with some two-dimensional, potential-flow predictions,
it is worthwhile to examine how well the experiment conditions
correspond to the theoretical model.
i) The two-dimensional condition can be considered to be
fairly well satisfied because the model is long ( L/D = 17 )
and the spaces between the tank's wall and the end-plate of
the model were kept very narrow ( = 0.5 inches ).
ii) Effects of reflection of generated waves were not
observed. The model was set 55 ft away from the wave maker
side, 35 ft away from the wave damper. Phase speed of the
fastest wave, i.e. the longest wave, is
c = Vg7•
By this equation, c = 11.35 ft/s. for h = 4 ft, therefore, the
fastest wave takes about 6 seconds to reach the model again.
However, during the experiment, it was observed that the tran-
sient oscillation ends in 3 seconds at most.
iii) The oscillation was a pure heave. This was assured
by the restriction of the heave rod and the adjustment of the
center of gravity to the position of attachment. No pitch
motion was observed.
iv) The effect of viscosity should be small. This will
be checked by comparing the experimental results with the
solution by potential theory.
3.4 Data Processing
In data processing, the principal procedure is the
Analog-to-Digital ( A/D ) conversion of the records. This was
done by using an EAI 680 analog computer and an Interdata M80
digital computer at the Joint Computer Facility of the Dept.
of Mechanical Engineering and Civil Engineering. The program
was written with various subroutines which were developed for
hybrid usage. For the details of the program and its usage,
the reader is referred to Appendix A. Here, only a general
description is given.
First, the records were input to the analog computer from
the tape recorder, where only the displacement channel went
through via a low pass filter to eliminate the high-frequency
noises. A cut-off frequency of 25 Hz was used. All the three
tape recorder channels were digitized with a 0.005-second
sampling interval ( 200 samples per second ). The same pro-
cedure was repeated for each test run, and the digitized data
was stored on a floppy disk with auxillary data identification
information - the file name and record number where a data
set was started. Data on the floppy disk can next be analyzed
by a separate program.
In the analysis program, the calculation was done with
the digitized data normalized by the initial displacement.
The initial displacement was calculated by averaging 50 data
before time t = 0. For the equilibrium position, data after
the oscillation died out were averaged. The monitoring signal
was used to find the exact point of t = 0.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
4.1 Transient Oscillation
For each run, the oscillation lasted for about 3 seconds.
The measured amplitudes were normalized by the initial dis-
placement.
Figure 6 shows the typical result of a 1-inch initial
displacement and 4 ft water depth together with the theoreti-
cal result which was obtained for an infinite depth by
Maskell and Ursell [3]. The time scale is nondimensionalized
by multiplying /g/a. Even after the filtering technique
discussed in §3.3 is applied, the digitized experimental sig-
nal still contains some noise, however, it was considered that
it is of a sufficient quality that subsequent analysis can be
conducted. Figure 7 shows the difference in values of both
experiment and theory in more detail for the same run. The
agreement between the two is excellent.
Figure 8 shows the linearity of response for different
initial displacemants. The cases of 1 and 1.5 inches trace
out practically the same curve, but the case of 2 inches devi-
ates slightly from the others.
Figure 9 shows the effect of finite depth. Although
neither case of 3 nor 4 ft can be considered shallow water
( h/a = 12, 16 ), the depth effect appears to alter the dis-
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placement only after one cycle of oscillation, The shallower
case has a larger amplitude. In order to do the measurement
for a shallower depth than 3 ft, a longer bracket was needed
to get the right position of the semi-immersed condition, but
we could not prepare such device in time.
4.2. Fourier Transform
The Fourier transform
Y() = Je y0 (t) dt (4.1)
was calculated from the transient response. The accuracy of
this computation is most essential in the whole process.
The computation was carried out using JCF's library pro-
gram of fast Fourier transform Subroutine FFTC [15]. It out-
puts the discrete complex Fourier transform
N-i
1 2nijk/NT = Y dk e j = 1,2,* -N-1 (4.2)
k=0
where T. is the computed result of the j-th frequency com-
ponent, dk is a input data point, N is the total number of
data points and i = /I-1. The fundamental frequency is
1 / ( total time length of record )
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The total time length is calculated by N x AT, where AT is a
sampling rate in second. Usually, the length of record is
crucial for obtaining the Fourier transform of a continuous
random process by using such a discrete finite Fourier trans-
form [16]. However, in the present case the oscillation dies
out in a short time and negligible amplitude exists after it.
Therefore, the length of record is decided only from the
wanted frequency interval. The length of record which we used
was 10.24 seconds and the resultant interval of non-
2
dimensional frequency Ka ( = -a ) was 0.098. Since our digi-
g
tized data of the transient oscillation was truncated about 8
seconds after the starting time of integration, 0.0 was used
for the rest of the displacement data.
Accuracy of the integration can be increased by choosing
a smaller AT. To determine a good AT-value to be used for
transforming the experimental data, the Fourier transform was
first calculated using the theoretical transient curve by
Maskell and Ursell [3]. It was found that 400 points per sec-
ond was minimum to derive a good resolution of the correspond-
ing p and X in the frequency domain.
Figures 10 and 11 show the Fourier transform of the
signals of 1-inch initial displacement for both 3 and 4 ft
water depth. The frequency scale is nondimensionalized by
multiplying a-/g. The results are ones calculated with 400
data points per second. The cosine transform is expected to be
more accurate than the sine transform because the oscillation
5.0
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is initiated with a cosine curve, and the result seems to be
so. The deviation from theoretical results at very low fre-
quencies are due to effects of finite depth.
4.3 Added-mass and Damping Coefficient P(i) and X(a)
Figures 12 and 13 show the results of the non-dimensional
added-mass coefficient p(a) and damping coefficient X(a)
which were computed from the Fourier transform, together with
some other results obtained theoretically or experimentally.
Among these results, Ursell's and Yeung's are theoretical
solutions in the frequency domain. The former is solved by
using harmonic source functions at the origin and is for the
case of infinite depth [4]. The latter is by a so-called
hybrid integral equation method [17]. This has a larger
applicability for various geometries of bottom and bodies, and
the result shown in the figure is one calculated for h/a = 12.
On the other hand, Vugts' result is the experimental result
by the method of applying a forced harmonic oscillation and
taking the in-phase and out-of-phase components of the force
signal for each frequency [18]. Concerning the water depth
of the experiment, it was not mentioned clearly, but some
value between h/a = 12 and 15.
In the figure of added-mass coefficient, the result by
the method in this thesis shows good agreement with the theo-
retical values except at very low and high frequencies.
Since the same problem occurs also in Vugts' result, discrep-
ancies between theory and experiment seem to be attributable
to the accuracy of the experimental measurements. Consider-
ing the fact that the present results were obtained from only
one transient oscillation compared to Vugts' laborious work,
it is understood that the new method is very advantageous for
the added-mass coefficient p(a).
The damping coefficient ?(a) also shows fairly good
agreement in the non-dimensional frequency range Ka < 1.0.
However, in the range of Ka > 1.0, it deviates seriously from
the theoretical values and Vugts' results. The damping be-
comes negative, which is obviously unreasonable. The nega-
tive damping arises from the fact that the sign of Fourier
cosine transform becomes slightly minus at the corresponding
frequency values.
Figures 14 and 15 show how significantly the values of
P and A depend on the starting time of integration for the
Fourier transform. The time difference of 0.01 seconds cor-
responds to 2 data points deviation with our digitizing sam-
pling rate ( AT = 0.005 ). The judgement of the starting
time in the case of our digitized data is no more accurate
than 0.005 seconds, therefore, 50 % of the error shown in
Figures 14 and 15 should be taken into account.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, a single transient respose signal was
used to obtain the frequency-dependent hydrodynamic coeffici-
ents for the heave motion of a circular cylinder. The experi-
mentally measured transient motion is of sufficiently good
resolution that its Fourier transform can be obtained and the
transform variables compared well with theoretical values.
The transient response time-history itself also agrees very
well with Maskell and Ursell's predicted values [3].
The following conclusions can be drawn.
(1) For the added-mass coefficient, the transient-
respose method yields fairly reliable values in a frequency
range commonly encountered in ship motion.
(2) For the damping coefficient, the difficulties lie in
the high frequency range, where the coefficient becomes nega-
tive, which is obviously unreasonable.
(3) Since the initial point of integration of Fourier
transform has a serious effect on the computed coefficients,
the monitoring must be done very accurately.
(4) By Maskell and Ursell, the transient oscillation
persists for a long time over t ( =tg/a ) = 70, but in the
experiment it ceases after t = 35. The possible explanations
are the viscous effect of the fluid and the frictional damping
of apparatus.
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(5) The results as obtained are only applicable for a
pure heave motion. The same type of experiment can be carried
out and studied for other modes and couple modes of motion.
Finally, in spite of some of the difficulties mentioned
above, the new method seems to be a very powerful practical
tool for obtaining the added-mass and damping coefficients
for a given floating body when its geometry is too complicated
or expensive for theretical analysis.
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APPENDIX A
DIGITIZING PROGRAM
1. Purpose
The purpose of this program is to digitize analog data
recorded on a magnetic tape and store the digitized data on a
floppy disk. The advantage of this procedure is that, once
we have done the A/D conversion by using this program, we can
save the data as long as we need and can analyze it in vari-
ous ways later.
2. Program
2.1 Overall description
The program is executed using an EAI 680 Analog computer
and an Interdata Model 80 digital computer both at the Joint
Computer Facility ( JCF ). Figure 1 shows the interrelation
of these machines including some other necessary equipment.
First, analog data is input through trunks on the trunk
panel of the EAI 680 Readout Console. Then, by manual con-
trol of the push button on the Logic Readout panel of the EAI
680, the digitization process is started or stopped. Before
doing this, the program should have been read into the digital
computer, so that it is prepared to accept the data and judge
Figure 1. Data-processing system diagram
when the push button is pressed and digitizing ahould be
started or stopped.
The software necessary to interface between the analog
and digital computers is already written and stored in the
file named "HLIB". Therefore, this present program consists
of those library subroutines to control A/D converting.
Concerning "HLIB", you should refer to the Hybrid Users Guide
[1].
Digitized data is temporarily stored on a diablo disk,
then transcribed onto a floppy disk where it is reserved for
permanent storage. The data on the diablo disk is replaced
with new data when the next data set is digitized.
2.2 Characteristics and restrictions
(a) Range of analog input --- +10 V
(b) Resolution --- 11 binary bits are used in
(c) A/D channels
(d) Sampling period
A/D converting. 1 bit is for
sign and the other 10 bits
are for numbers, that is,
±1024 corresponds to the maxi-
mum amplitude ±10 V. Then, the
resolution can be said as
10/1024 V.
Maximum 16 channels are avail-
able.
> 0.0005 seconds
(e) Maximum number of con-
version per data record
( one data record is a
set of data which is
obtained by pushing on
and off button once )
--- 16,000 storage spaces of 4-
byte integer are prepared
on the diablo disk. How-
ever, the digitized data are
treated as 2-byte integers,
so that the maximum number
of conversion is, for exam-
ple, 16,000 with 1 or 2
channels, 8,000 with 3 or 4
channels and so on.
2.3 Data on a floppy disk
One data record stored temporarily on the diablo disk is
transcribed onto a floppy disk after the data record is com-
pleted with the button pushed off.
The floppy disk consists of the files, which are created
with certain names for identification and storage capacities.
The size of each file is fixed by the number of sectors. The
number of sectors are decided from the data length and using
the JCF documentation pp.15 [2]. Figure 2 shows the structure
of our file which were used to store the digitized data.
The file named WAVEHEADER is the storage space for the
identification information of each data record. The files
named WAVEDATA are storage spaces for digitized data. Since
we are using 2-byte integers for these numbers, the data is
stored in the forms shown in the examples in Figure 3. The
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The floppy disk Each file
file No.1
2
3
4
5
name;
WAVEHEADER
(2)
WAVEDATAl
(FA)
WAVEDATA2
(FA)
WAVEDATA3
(FA)
WAVEDATA4
(FA)
The number in ( ) shows the
number of secters in HEX.
file No.1
record No.1
2
3
4
5
file No.2
record No.1
2
3
1 word storage space->
( 4 bytes )
space for one integer->
( 2 bytes )
Figure 2 Structure of the floppy disk
positioning of data is done knowing the file No. and record
No.
When there is more than one data record, the next data
record starts following the previous one on the same file,
and if the file is filled, the next file will be used and the
data is stored continuously.
'aN
F
--1
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(i) when 2 channels are
digitized
record No.i
i+l
i+2
i+3
ch. 1
ch. 1
ch. 1
ch. 1
ch. 2
ch. 2
ch. 2
ch. 2
(ii) when 3 channels are
digitized
ch. 1
ch. 3
ch. 1
ch. 3
ch. 2
ch. 2
No. of
conversion
n
n+l
n+2
n+3
Figure 3 The way data is stored
3. Execution Control
// JOB
// DUP ( *1 )
(*2 )UN ACQ-ASC
// FOR
* INPUT
( program deck
// FLOPPY
// DUP
FI ANALOG DATA 1 ( *3 )
// DUP
( *4 )
No. of
conversion
n
XB 3
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*EL NEWFLS,CHAIN,DCBS ( *5 )
*EL AQUIRE,HLIB ( *6 )
*EL 4000 ( *7 )
// END
*1) Each command of the Disk Utility Program must follow 'thO.
// DUP card.
*2) Opens the sequential access data set named "ACQ-ASC" at
position 9.
*3) This is one way to define files.
*4) This command does the same thing as the // XEQ card.
*5) These three library files are needed to define files by,.
using .Subroutines MOVE, NEWFLS and NEWFLD.
*6) These two library files are needed for A/D converting,
i.e. hybrid usage.
*7) Builds a common block. 4000 is a must number for the
common statement in the digitizing program.
4. Operating the Progaram
4.1 Preparation on the analog computer side
Turning on
(1) Turn the Main Power Switch to "ON".
(2) Turn the Patch Panel Drive Switch to "END".
(3) Set the Clock Rate Selection to "106,
(4) Set the Mode Control to "R".
TaEe recorder
(1) By using appropriate connections ( BNC-BNC, or BNC-
Banana Jack ), connect Outputs of a tape recorder and
Analog Trunks on a trunk panel of the Readout Console.
(2) Turn on the tape recorder.
(3) Find the starting position of the record which is to be
digitized, and wait until other procedures are finished.
Patch Ranel
The following two connections should be made on the
Patch Panel.
(1) Between ADC terminals to be used and Trunk channels
which are terminated to the readout console.
(2) Between Push Button "O" or "1" and Sense Line "0".
4.2 Running program
When we finish all the procedures above and install the
floppy disk, now we can start the program.
First, load the program through the card reader, and
after doing this, go to the Hazeltine terminal and watch what
goes on. After some time, the indication of input appears on
the screen, then input data by Keyboard in the following
order.
(a) Digitize or not
-1 -- Initiate data on a floppy disk.
1 -- A set of digitized data is stored continuously
after the last one on the floppy disk.
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0 -- Not digitize and program ends.
(b) No. of test
The name of variable; IRUN FORMAT 116
(c) Digitizing interval
The name of variable; DT FORMAT F10.5
(d) Number of digitizing channels
The name of variable; NCHANS FORMAT 14
(e) No.'s of the ADC channels to be used
The name of variable; NCH FORMAT 1214
After this, a statement "START TAPE RECORDER" will
appear. Respond by going to the analog computer and start a
tape recorder, also at the same time, press the Push Button
to "ON" on the Logic Readout Panel. Then, digitizing is
started.
When digitizing is to terminate, press the Push Button
to "OFF" and go back to the Hazeltine terminal. If, however,
data is so long that it exceeds the storage capacity of the
diablo disk, digitizing is terminated before pushing the
button off and the data record is stored up to that instant.
After the program finishes transcribing the data from the
diablo disk to the floppy disk, the input indication comes on
again. If digitization is to continue, input "1" for (a) and
repeat the same thing, otherwise, input "O".
5. Data Retrieval from Floppy Disk
Digitized data sets are stored sequentially in the files
named WAVEDATA and also identifiction information, such as
IRUN, DT, NCHANS, NCH and the file No. and record No. of the
first data, is in the file named WAVEHEADER. Therefore,
retrieval of stored data can be carried out as follows.
(1) Define file
See the corresponding part marked as (*1) in Appendix B.
Subroutines MOVE, NEWFLS and NEWFLD are used to define files
refering to pp.13 [2]. 10 to 13 are assigned to "WAVEDATA"
files, and 6 is assigned to "WAVEHEADER".
(2) Read out Header information
READ (6'NDS*4-2) IRUN,NCHANS,DT,MAXCNV, ISTFIL, ISTREC
This is to start to read data from file No.6 and record No.
( NDS*4-2 ), and
NDS : The number of data record which is wanted. The number
is counted sequentially from 1.
MAXCNV : Maximum number of conversions.
ISTFIL : File name on which a data set started.
ISTREC : Record position from which a data started.
(3) Read out data set
See the corresponding part marked as (*2) in Appendix B.
IZIP represents the file No. and NXT2 is the argument of
record No.
One has to be careful about how many storage words are
used by a single set of converted data. Since 2-byte integers
are used, the converted data of 2 channels are contained in
one-word of storage. INCR expresses the increment until the
next .set of converted data. Also, one should consider the
case in which the data is stored continuously in two files.
In order to read out data sequentially, the checking state-
ment whether the data position is over the maximum for one
file ( expressed by NFRECS in program ) or not must be used.
As an example,, in the case of retrieval of 5 channels' data,
( statement )
IF(LSTREC.GT.NFRECS(I)) GO TO 11
10 READ(I'NXT2) (ADAT(J),J=l,5)
GO TO 12
11 I=I+1
NXT2=1
GO TO 10
12 CONTINUE
where LSTREC is the last record number of one set of converted
data. This statement commands that reading should be continued
from the beginning of the next file if LSTREC exceeds the
storage capacity of the file No.I.
6. List of Dizitizing Program
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The program listing is shown from the next page.
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C INITIALIZE CCMMON
DIMENSION NCH(16,3)
INTEGEP*. D TA( 16) ,CDTAT(16) ,N (5,,5
C INITTALIZE
NUMS (5) =
ISTOP='l
DO 11 I=1,4
NUMS (1)=9+I
CALL MOV ('WA VEDATA ',0,FN (1,I) ,
11 FN(5,I)= (T+4 R)256+32
CALL MCVE('WAVEHEADER',0,FN ( 1,5) ,r
CALL NWFLS(FN,5)
DEFINE FILE 1•(30000,1,U,NXT2?)
DEFINE FILE 1 ('3000C,1,U,NXT2)
DEFINE FILE 12(300 C,1,U,NXT2)
DEFINE FILE 13(30000,1,U,NXT?)
DEFINE FILE r (10CO,1,U,NX6)
CALL NEWFLD(5,FN,NUMS,NFREFCS)
PUt m 6,",' CONNECT PUSH BUT'ON # 0'
1G COMPUTER'
PUT 6,0,' SFT SENSE LINE # "' LOW
ITEST="
LSTFIL=0
ISTFIL=0
1 PUT 6,0,' ENTFR 1 TO DIGITIZE DATA
READ (6,500) IGO
500 FORMAT (I20)
IF (IGO) 200,99,2
C INITIALIZE HEADER
200 I=1
II=10
C SET THE NUMBEP OF DATA
WRITE(6'i) I
I RUN=0
NCHANS=f,
MAXC NV=0
, N MS () , N F P CS (5)
I1 )
,1()
f
'O S3NSE LINE
¶ TO STCP, OP
* 0 ON THE AN LO
-1 TO INIT'TIZ'F'
SETS TO 1
MA•TIN"C
MAINO0•3
MAIN000OMA TNV006MAIN0007
MAINOO00
MAINI001
M0IN0001
MAIN 0 1
MAINýl16MATIN011MaIN0012MVIN01•3
NIN0O15
MAINO• 1 6
MAIN0137
MAINO•19
MAIN0021
MAINC a22
MAIN0'23
MAIN0"21
MAIN0n25
MAIN0" 2E
MAIN 027
MN IN,028
MAINZ029
MA IN" 03
MA IN 032
NAIN''i33
MAIN' Y 3L
MAIN0(135
MAT N'_036
DT=". 0
WPRTE (6'2) T U N, NCHANS, DT, MAXCNV, IT, I
2 ITST=TmEST+1
PUT 6,0,' TEST NO. ' ITEST
C PREPARF TO DIGITIZF
C FIND LOCATIOCN TC STORE DATA
PEAD(6'1) NDS
READC6'2+L*(ND- 1) ,T,AGAB,ITTFT, STREC
CALL DAHDR (1,IER)
PUT 6,3,' ENTER THE NO. OF RIJN OF DPTA'
FEAD(6,102) TRUNN
102 FORMAT(I16)
PUT.6,0, ' ENTEP THE DIGTTIZING INTEPVAI'
READ (6,100) DT
100 FORMAT(10O.5)
PU T 6,0,' ENTER # OF CHANNELS 7O CONVSPT'
READ(6,101) NCHANS
PUT 6,0,1 ENTER CHANNELS TO PF UFnD'P'
READ(6,1CI) (NCH(r,1) ,)I=49 ,NCHANS)
101 FORMAT(1214)
C ASSIGN CHANNELS
DO '0 I=1,16
DO 1 J=!1,3
10 CHANS(I,J)=.FATSE.
DO 15 T=1,NCHANS
NC=NCH (I, 1) +
15 CHANS (NC,1 ) =.TPTTE.
CALL GETDAT(NCH ANS)
C STORE HEADER - PEPLACE CLD DUMMY HEADER
READ(6'1) NDS
WPITE (6' NDS4LI-2) TIUN, NCHANS, DT, MAXCNV, ISTFIL,ISTRFC
C READ SCALED FRACTIONS TO EXPEDITE TRANSFPR TO FLOPPY
21 KSFMOD=11
KPMODE=1
C INITIATE P•EAD
CALL DAHDR(5 TER)
M A IN 37
M.AN0038
•AIN 1Q3 0
MAIN004"
MAIN,041`
MA INL ·42
M AIN01043
MAIN1044
MAIN0!45
MAIN,014E9
MAINOOr47
MAIN00 4
MAIN051
MAIN 052
MA IN0 053
MAINO054
MAIN0055
MAIN0056
MAIN0657
MAIN0058
MAIN059
MAIN0'6C
MAIN0061
MAI NO"62
MAIWN~63
MA IN0 0 6 4
MPAINg•65
MAINDO66
MAIN0067
MAIN0068
MATNO069
MATN017 n
MAINI M71
MAY NO 72
TIZIP=TS"TIL
NXT2 =ISTEC
CO 2 I-=1,MAXCNV
CALL DrSAMP (DATA, DACDAT, I.SL, IE)
IF(I.G"'. 300) GO TO 777
WRITE(5,747) (DATA (IJ) ,IJ=1, 2)
747 FORMAT(12In)
777 CONTINE
C SORT OUT CHANNELS TO SAVE
DO 22 J=1,NCHANS
K=NCH (J,1) +1
22 CDAT (J)=DATA(K)
ITEMP=IZIP-9
LSTPEC=NXT2+(NCHANS+1) /2-1
IF(LST"EC.GT.NFPRECS(TTEMP)) GO TO 363
WRITE(IZIP'NXT2) (ODAT (J) ,J=1 ,NCHNS)
LSTFIL=IZIP
NXT2 LSTPEC+1
GO TO 20
363 PUT 6,C,' FILE WAVDATA'IZIP
PUT 6,0,' IS FULL'
IZIP=IZIP+1
NXT2=1
IF(TZTP. IE.13) GO TC 20
PUT 6,C,' FLOPPY IS FULL'
ISTOP= 1
GO TO 99
23 CONTINUE
WRITE (5,501) ITEST, ISTFIL, ISTR EC, LSTIL, LSTRPFC
501 FORMAT(T32,'SIGNAL NO ', I2//T32, 'SAFTAS A" FILE NO ' I2,'
1 NO ',I5/T32,'STOPS AT FILE NO ',"2, ' FECORD NO ',15)
C CREATE A NEW DUMMY HEADER
NDS=NDS+ I
WRITE(6'1) NDS
LSTREC=LSTREC+1
WRITE (6'NDS*4-2) IRTN, NCHANS , DT, MAXCNV, LSTF T L, LSTREC
RECO RD
MATNCn77
MAIN?"7=
MA INCC76
MAIN07"'
MA INO 0 7P
MAIN)079
M A IN0C 80
MAIN0081
MAI Nr'8)
MAINC183
MAINO084
MAINr085
MAINo-86
MA IN 0187
M AINIý88Q
MAIN" n89
MAINC090
MA IN"'C9
MAIN0M92
MAIN0 093
MAIN"•099
MAIN0095
MAINC096
MAINC0098
MAIN0099
MA IN" 0
MAINT101
MAIN0102
MAIN V 103
MAIN0104
MAINW 105
MAIN0106
M AIN 10 R
-"N I
IF (ISTOP) -9, 1, u9
99 CONTINUE
PUT 6,D,' DIGT"'ZING COMPIETED. PiMOTVE FLOPPY DISK # 4166 FROM DR
1 IVE
END
MA I NO 109
M IN0 11
MAIN" 1
MA!N0112
MAI N0 113
1
SU9ROUTINE GOETDAT (NCHANS)
*INPUT=9
TNTPGEr CON
LOGTCAL COMP
DATA MAXFEC/31c()0/
C INITTALIA TO WPITE ON DISK
DEFINF FILE 1 (r030,l, U,TV)
CALL DAHDR (2,IER)
IF(IEP.NE..) GO TO G00
C WATT FOR SLO
PUT 6,, ' START TAPE RECCRDFR'
100 IF(.NOT.COMP('SL00')) GO TO 100
C START RECORDING
PUT ~6,0-,'BFGINNING'
CALL DACTL (1)
C STOP WHEN LOW
200 CALL DASAMP(ADCDAT,DACDAT,LSL,IE.R)
IF(IEF.EO.-j) GC TO 910
CALL FLASH(NUMCNV)
NRE =(NCHANS+1)/2
CON= 2*NRE* NUMCN V
IF (CON.GE. MAXPEC) GO TO 201
IF(COMP('SLCC')) GO TO 200
C STOP
201 CON"INUE
CALL DACTL ()
C STORE HEADER
CALL DAHDR(3,IER)
PUT 6, n, ' TOTAL NUMBER OF CONVERSIONS',MAXCNV
PUT 5,0, ' TOTAL NUMBER OF CONVERSION', MAXCNV
RETUPrN
900 PUT 6,", ' EREOR ON STARTUP'
RETURN
910 PUT 6,0,' DISK FILE FULL, RECORDING ABORTED'
RETURN
END
SUBi^ 0021  3"
SUB1'1003
SUB10006
SUB1r00 7
SUB12008"0 9
SUB1 ` 011
SUB10112
SUB 10013
SUB10017SUB10015 8
SUB! 018
SUB12019
SUB1'C20
S U 81002 1
SUB10022
SUB 10023
SUBI0025
SUB310026
SUB10027
SUB 1 02
SUB10029
SUB10030
SUB10031
SUB10032
SUB10033
SUB 10034
SUB10035
SriB10036
-?
7 3
A P P E N D I X  
B
C M P U T E R  
P R O G R A M  
F O R  T H E  D A T A  
A N A L Y S I S
~ _ I ~  _
C *** DATA ANALYSIS t**
C
THIS PROGRAM DOSE
READ OUT DArA FPOM THE FLOPPY DI7SK
SORT UP DATA W.R.T. T=0 AND 7HE INITIAL DISPLaCr-MENT
CALCULATF THF FOURIFP TPANSFORM
CALCULATE THE HYDRODYNAMIC COFFFICZFNT AND PLOT THEM
IMPLICIT REAL (A-Z) ,INTEGER*2(I-N)
INTEGER*2 FN(5,5),NUMS (5),N??FCS(5)
INTEGEF-*2 ODAT (1 6) ,IMPL(20)
COMMON /HEAV/ ADATA (3,1350)
C *** NC. OF THE LAST DATA SFT TO BF WANTED ANALYSE
DATA LNDS /6/
C ***
C *** DEFINING FILES
NUMS(5) =6
DO 25 I=1,l4
NUMS (I) =q9+
CALL MOVE('WAVEDATA ',0,FN(1,I), ,1,)
25 FN(5,!)= (I+48)* 256+32
CALL MOVE('WAVEHEADER',0,FN (1 ,5) , ,ln)
CALL NEWFLS(FN,5)
DEFINE FILE 10 (30000,1,U,NXT2)
DEFINE FLE 11 (30n00,1,U,NXT2)
DEFINE FILE 12 (30 0 00,1,U,NXT2)
DEFINE FILE 13 (30000,1,U,NXT2)
DEFINE FILE 6 (100C,1,U,NX6)
CALL NEWFLD(5,FN,NUMS,NFRECS)
*** SET THE INITIAL NDS VALUF
NDS=6
DO 23 KI=1,20
23 IMPL (KI)=2
IMPL(6) =3
TMPL (7) =2
( *1 )
MAINonC1
MAINrO0?
MAI NO203
MAINOCC5
MAINO007
MATNO C P8
MAINCCO0
MA INon~
MA IN 01 1
MAINU12
MAIN0013
M A IN0 nC1
MATN3015
MAIN00t 1'
MAI Nf 019
MAI N019 .4
MiAIN0O020
MAINC021
MAINO022
MA NO 023
MAIN3O02
MA !N~022
MA I f)2 f,IN00 6
MAINOn27
MAIN002R
MAINC029
MAIN0030
MAIN0031
MAINO032
MAINDO033
MAINOn34
MAINO035S
MAINgO36
'1
IMPL (8) =2
IMPL (9) =3
1 READ(6'NDS*i-2) IRUN,NCHANS,DT,MAXCNV,TrSTFII,IST REC
INCP= (NCHANS+1)/2
NX2=IST PEC
IZIP=ISTFTL
** PDUMMY READING
BECAUSE THE PEAL FIPS" CONVVFTTNG TS UNSTABLE
DO 60 T=1,5
ITEMP=IZIP-9
LSTPEC=NXT2+'NCR-1
IF(LSTREC.GT.NFRECS(ITEMP)) GO TO 65 ( *2 )
READ (IZIP'NXT2) (ODAT (J) , J=,NC HANS)
NXT2=LST EC+1
GO TO 60
65 IZIP=IZIP+1
N.X 2= . .
60 CONTINUE
C e"
C ** FIND T=O
NS=0
80 IDAT=ODAT(2)
NS=NS+1
ITEMP=IZTP-9
LSTREC=NXT2+INCR-1
IF(LSTrEC.GT.NFRECS(ITEMP)) GO TO 85
READ (IZIP'NXT2) (0DAT (J) ,J1 ,NCHANS)
ITRIG=ODAT (2) -TDAT
IF (IABS (TTRIG) .GT. 2'00) GO TO 70I
IF(NS.G'r.2000) GO TO 999
NXT2=ISTREC+1
GO TO 80
85 IZTP=TZIP+1
NXT2=1
GO TO 80
M IN "37
MAIN00 38
MAINl039
MAIN00O40
MAIN0'4 4
MAINO'42
MAIN0043
MAIN 014
MAIN0D0 4c
MAINOrO9
MAIN0049
MAIN"050
MAIN0051
MAIN005?
MAINO055
MATNCSU
MAIN0056
MAIN0057
MAIN0n58
MAIN0059
MAI NO 06()
MATN006 1
MAIN~" 62
MA I N0 063
MAINOP64
MAIN0065
MAINO066
MAINC0(67
MAIN.068
MA I NO 069
MIAIN0070
MA INO ,71
MAINn072
C ** CONVFP'TNG Nf. AT T=r,
70 ITOPFC=NXT2-:NCR*IMPL(ND .)
IP(ITOPEC.LT.1) GO TO 71
ITOPHI=IZIP
GO TO 73
C *** NEED USEP'S JUDGE
71 WRITE(5, !17) ITOPEC
ITOFIL=IZIP
ITOREC=1
117 FOPMAT{' '~= IS ON THE BOPD-P OF "WO rTLES'/SX, 7 HIm•7Op= ,?)
73 WRITE(5, r) ITP rN,TTOFIL,Tt ORPEC
110 FOPMA1T(HO,7HDATA NO,I2, X, 7IFIL=, .T? 5X,LHC. =,I5)
C ***
C *** DFTEFMINE H=0 (SAMPLING FPOM (e +TTTTOpFCS) H DATA)
READ (6' (NDS+1)*4-2) TI,II,A(;A B,IT,~TTL,ITIPEC
NDAMMY=0
NUMDAT=0
SUMI =~ ."
C ***
IZIP=ITOFIL
NXT2=ITOPEC
41 ITEMP=IZTP-q
LSTREC=NXT2+I NCR- 1
IF(LSTREC. GT.NFPECS (TTEMP)) 10 TO 443
NDAMMY=NDAMMY+1
IF(NDAMMY.GE.8^f)) GC TO 45
NXT2=LSTPEC+1
GO TO 41
43 IZI?=IZTP+1
NXT2=1
GO TO 41
45 ITEMP=TZIP-9
LSTREC=NXT2+INCR-1
TF(LSTPEC.GT.NFPECS(ITEMP)) GO TO 110
READ(IZIP'NXT2) (ODAT(J) ,J=1,NCHANS)
SUM1=SUM1+FLC' (ODAT(3))
MAINT973
MAIN2075
MAI N0: "76
MATIN)n7
M A INr V 78
MAIN*080
M A I N" 0 9r
MAI N C 86
MAIN"08q
MAnNn308
MA TN^8 9
MAT NYN89
MAIN%98
MAIN0P97MAT Nn- 97MA IN i9P
MA 1 N - 9
MA I NO 09
MATINO9IMAI. N' 94
MAIN7099
MA TIN00o
MA. N0 1 0 6
MAIN 0 103MAIN 1104
MAINnI05MA I N9106
MAINIO07
MAIN0108
1NU D.T= NU A '+
NXT2=LST'FC+4
cO TO 30
14 IZIP=TI:P+1
NXT2=1
GO TC U5
30 IF (IZIP.FO.ITFIL.AND. NXT?.EO. TTD-C)
IF(TZIP. EQ.TFTIL.ANN.NXT2.GT.IREC)
GO TD U5
31 AZERO= SUqJ1/FLOAT (NUMDAT)
WRITE(5,115) AZERO
15 FORMAT( HC ,FHAZEO=, F '. 5)
GO "O 31
GO TO0 31
*** INITIAL DISPLACEMFNT
NSTART=ITOREC-50*INCP
IF (NSTAPT.LT. 1 ) GO TO 997
NXT2=NSTAPRT
SUM2=*.
DO 10 K=1",5
READ(IZIP' NXT2) (ODAT(J) ,J=1
SUM2=SUM2+LCOAT(ODAT(3))
10 CONIMNUEr
AIDISP=S1M2/5C. -AZEPE
C *** NOPMARIZE DATA AND MAKF A
C=(32.2*12 ./?.) * .5
NXT"2=ITOFEC
TZTP=ImOFIL
MA IN0119
MAIN! 11.1
MA IN`111
MAIN 117
M INT 115
MAI N i112
MATN!' 4 9
MATIN 121
MAIN? 12?
MAIN' 12
M' TN0'126
MAIN"'2"MAI N 123MAINO123
MAINN1 31
MAIN0135
M A N133
MAIN'13U
MAT N 135
MATN9137
MAIN0138
MA"IN 139
MAIN0140
MAIN1n 14
MAIN0142
MA I N14L~
,NC HNS)
DATA MATPIX
L=0
21 ITFMP=:ZIP-9
LSTR EC=NXT2+TNC1- 1
IF(LSTREC.GT.NFERCS(ITEMP)) GO TO 12
RFAD(IZIP'NXT2) (ODAT (J) ,J=",NCHANS)
L=L+1
ADATA(,L) =(FO AT(ODAT(3))-AZEPO)/AIDTSP
ADATA. (1,L) =(FLOAT (L)-1 .C) *DT*C
A**
ADA rl (3,11) =r ."
NT = N DTS + 1
IF (ADA T• ( L) .GE. 35 .0) GO "( 995
GO TO 21
12 IZI"='IZI+1
NXT 2=1
GO T"O 21
997 WPFTE(5,12E )
121 FOPmAT(' USED FILE HAS NOT FNOUGH DA'A REFOPE T=F
995 CON'T NTE
NK=NP '?-' 1
DO 992 K=1,NK
K1=2*K- 4
K2=2*K
K3=K+1
ADATA (3 , ) =ADATA (2,K)
992 ADL'"( 3,K2)=(ADATA(2, K)
CALL PCIPIE(NPTS,DT)
NDS=NDS+ 1
IF(NDS.LF.LNDS) GO TO 1
999 STOP
END
M. IN 1U5
MAI N 147
MAIN n lu
MAIN0 15
MAIN 1 51
MAINO152
MAIN' 153
M.IN" 15
MA T N" 21 5F
MAIN ' 157
MA IN-1 5
MAINM159
MA IN 160
MA•IN"' 161
MAIN 162
M bAN0 165
MAIN~166
M INTl 67
M~INm168
+ADAs" (2, K?))/ .
SUBPOUTINE 'O!TRIE (NP-S,DT)
IIN"EGEP*2 P •(2,4 n9)
DIMENSION 7AIE (2048)
DIMENSTON PM (2,50) ,PD (2, 50)
COMMON /HENV/ 1 AD.TA(3,13DC)
ROW=1 . 91
G=32.2
AW= .5
TAU='.'981 75
AMASS =" *ROW
DO 10 ":=I,VaQ6
DO 1• J=1,2
10 IA (J,) =0
J1=21 (NP TS - 1)
DO 5') J=1,j1
IF(ADATA(3,J) .rE.1.) ADTAA ,J)=C.99q9
50 IA(1,J)=3276P.*ADATA(3,J)
CALL ST N:A E ("A BLF, 12)
CALL FFTC.(I,T BL ,12,1)
BFRPQ=1./(20P.* DT)
DO 771 K=1,5C
AFPEO= (FLOAT (K) -1.0) BFREQ
AR=FLOAT (IA (1, K) )/1 f6.*DT
AI=-PLOA'T(TA (2,K) ) /16 .D
Bi=DT*(32. 21 12./3.)**0.5
P2=! ./(~0,96. " P )
B3= (FLCAT (K) -1.0) *£2
B4=FLOT (A (1,K)) /16.*B1
B 5=-; PLOAT(IA( 2, K) )/ 6.*B I
WRITE(5, 7 73) B3,B4,E5
773 FOPMAT(F10.3,2F16. 4)
IF (. EO.1) GO 1O 771
SIGMA=6.2P 3 *.FRFO0
X 1 =TOWG*.A W- AMASS*S IGMA**~ 2
X2=SIGMA'AMASS
X 3=TAU*ROW*SIGMA**2
SUBi Rll
su B10002
SU0 1000-
SUBigIg(5
SUB 1•06SU!31%-07
SUB100 0
SUB10n013sU1i009
5 U B 10 I 12
SUBR1,0 11SUB10012
SUBlY'19
SUB100217
SUB!n021
SU910022
STB10023
SUB!0n2~4
SriB 10025
SUB10026
SUB10027
SUBI1"28SUBIO029
SUB10030
S191)031
SrB10032
SUB10033
SUB10038
SUB10035
SUB10036
X4=-rAT' -PCW*SIGMA
F M(1, K =AFPFEC
PD (1 ,K) = (3 ./12. ) SIGM•I*  ?7/3 2.
PM (2,K) = (X1*X 3*AP* *2+ (X1 A 7Ai+X2) ' (X3 *t T+XX)) /
((X3lB)~*E2+ (X .I+XU)**2)
PD(2,K) =(X3*A* (X1*AI+X2)-X1*AR* ( 3ATI+XU))/
( (X3•?EP) **2+ (X3*AI+X4) •*2)
771 CONTINUE
C ***
DO 292 L=2,50
282 WRITE(5,777) PM(1,L),PD(1,I),PM(2,L),PD(2,L)
777 FOR MAT(?F10.3,2F16. 4)
DO 363 N=1,84
N1=N+ 1
PD(1,N) =PD(2, N1)
PD (2,N) =PD(, N!)
PM(1, N)•=FM(2, N1)
PM (2, N) =PD(1, N)
363 CONTIN.UE
CALL PLT(PM,O)
PAUSE
CALL PLT(PD,!)
RETURN
END
SUB ie37
SIUB100 3
SrJBI"04r'0
SUB10042
SUB10A43
SUB10044
SUB 0045
0RJ1nn46
S IT B " n 14 RSUB1004PSUB10049
SUBI 0050
Sn810051
SU B10052
SUB10"53
S !B10 54
STB10055
SfnB10056
STTB19057
SUB10058
511B10059
SU T10060
SUBROUtTNF PLT (PDATA,IND)
REAL XSCTL(4)
DIMENSION PDTA (2,5C)
IF(IND.PQ.1) GO TO 5
XSCL (1)= .
XSCL (2)=2.5
XSCL (3) =¾.
XSCL (4)=2.
GO TO 10
5 XSCL(1)=C.
XSCL(2) =2.5
XSCL (3) =- 1.
XSCL (0) =2.
10 CONTINUE
CALL PtCTR(PDATA,2,XLAB,XSCL,2,45, 2,-I, !C2,-2,1., )
PETURN
END
S t 2' M
STU1 20002
SUB2!O03
StTB20004
SUB20005
SUB20006
SUB29007
SUB2OO09
SU92n01P
SUB20:011
SUB20012
SUR20013
SUB20n 14
SUB200I l
SUB29016
SUB20M 17
i
